e n n i fe r hi oo.^'m er ' | the unbearable being of lightness en n i fe r b I oo m er From that early frontier marker of modern architecture, the Crystal
Palace of 1851, to any example of contemporary formalism, there can be read a strong strain, a straining edge, of desire for the eclipse of matter by form. Form as a reification of force diagrams, form as abstraction, form-as much as is possible-without matter. Form that is, therefore, not subject to the force of gravity. Here, I am, as the architects were, thinking about a virtual lightness; after all, all that glass of light, modern, and contemporary architecture, all that sand and silicon scraped from the Earth, is weighty indeed. When we speak of lightness, we refer to relationship of thickness and thinness and to a building's visual relation to the earth and sky. The earth is both heavy and light, in Nietzsche's terms, both subject to its own gravity-weighed down-and that of the sun-made to fly through space in lightness. Thinness and thickness represent, or correspond to, immateriality and corporeality, which correspond to zero gravity and gravitational pull. The challenge to make the groundedness, the weightiness, of architecture disappear-to make it light-is an ostensibly perverse move and an interesting one to examine.
The planet Earth is an infinitesimally minute object in an unfathomably great aggregation, held together by invisible forces, the sublimity of which is overwhelming. The earth is an aggregation of particles so small that we cannot see them, held together as if one great ball by an omnipresent force. We are hardly aware of this force that holds us down and keeps us from whirling off into the light-pricked, endless black, the ethereal, bepuffed blue, the fascinating no-place that has attracted and repelled humankind as long as we have existed. The force is gravity, a word describing a condition of relation between masses and the distance between them. Gravity comes to English from the Latin gravis, meaning heavy or serious. Gravis also begat the English word gravid, and thus, gravidity, which refers to the condition of pregnancy. Gravity is a force between two bodies, between aggregations of matter.
o^A lt material assemblages exhibit gravitation among themselves. When I stand before a building or a tree or another human being, there is gravity at work between us. In a sense, all bodies of matter, great and small, are components of one great assemblage held together by an invisible and elastic structure of gravitational forces. When one of the bodies is inside the other, as in the case, say, of an organ encased in the human material assemblage, so near as to be in geographic identity, how strong is the force of gravity? Science tells us that it is so weak as to be negligible, that it is too small to be measured. The force of gravity is fabulously weak, the weakest force known in the universe. Scientific measurement works on the phenomenon of one mass inside another at the scale of large underground deposits of minerals and oil in the earth, not at the scale of the handful of pulsing matter called the human heart.
It
.V E When one of the bodies has been inside the other but is no longer-as in the case of you and your mother-how strong is the urge to escape the knowledge of this negligibly weak force? A look at western culture will suggest an exponential, inverse proportion to the weak force of gravity. The relation of gravidity and gravity is serious business; a business no less weighty than the parallel relation of mafez-and matter.
To see a strong and influential argument reflecting this urge to escape uneasy knowledge of the weak force, we might look to Aristotle. In his theoretical system, perfection, reason, natural law, and form sit in opposition to the flawed or incomplete, the a-rational, chaos, and matter. Here, where a choice must be made between the unbearable weight of the body and a zero-"(^l onging j en n i fe f b I oo fn er approaching lightness, it only stands to reason (I do not use this phrase lightly) that we would opt for lightness. This lightness represents an escape from gravity, the making of distance between oneself and the body of the other (of the earth), and even the making of distance between one's mind and one's own body. 14 From the invention of linear perspective to space exploration and rocket launches, hydroponic gardening, "test-tube" babies, pilotis, "light construction," to the notion of a City of Bits, cloning, robotics, and cyborgs, we can trace the line of desired escape. The invention and popularity of virtual touring in digital space and contemporary speculation about downloading the human brain exemplify well the persistence of the urge to separate mind and body.
In an age of global capitalism, the line of escape is reinforced by post-industrial production itself. For post-industrial production necessitates an economy of material and consequently dictates a certain thinness, a certain lightness. With thinness comes the frequent need to replace decayed and obsolescent parts: the production of more manufactured bits to hold the thinness together. Virtual reality is the ultimate capitalist dream, the ultimate economy of material, the ultimate obsolescing fact, the ultimate in a demanded, invented necessity of technological proliferation. Furthermore, with this new mode of virtuality, an old one (television) is augmented: we have an elaborate "switch-it-on, switch-it-off" environment, the ultimate potential in the apparent control of the object. Now you see it/feel it/embrace it; now you don't.
The contemporary urge to erase the distinction between the virtual and the real by rejecting the "real" and embracing the "virtual" is perplexing. There seem to be but two possibilities of this erasure: either the virtual mimes the real, or the virtual displaces the real, becoming indistinguishable from it. But what is the point after the parlor trick is discovered? This is not, in fact, a rhetorical question, because there is a point, and it is a point stabbed large.
And it is this: within the trick, the material world has been totally rationalized, brought under control, understood. This simulacrum, with all its divergent-fast-wow possibilities, is a simple extension of the Enlightenment project as it has been threaded through the modern project: ultimate lightness. The messiness and imperfections of the real, the material, i.e., the characteristics of materiality not available to us through vision, are-in theory-eliminated. o £ 5 ID TO^A s Elizabeth Grosz has pointed out, the real is always wrapped around the virtual and filled with the virtual.i The real and the virtual are not the opposing concepts that the Aristotelian tradition would have them be. Grosz cites places where Nature is full of the virtual: camouflage and mimicry, for example. The virtual is the space of becoming, the place where something "new" appears, the locus of invention. And so, any virtual architectural proposal, theorized and embedded in the real, is entirely capable of becoming real in the way that the sound coming from a radio is real, in the way that images on television are real.
The example of bringing the material world under control by a displacement of the real with the virtual is not far removed from the abstraction of the world into site plan in which the city is designed at a:io,ooo scale. Not a lot of material representation is possible at this scale, nor is the detail, nor certainly any ornament. What does it mean to design at this scale? It means to think big, to "make no small plans."
What is at stake in the translation of a world into a diagram, into electronic Impulses? What is at stake is "Now you see it, now you don't." (What disappears here? Mommy, that's who.) The large-scale, abstract diagram constitutes a repression of the matters of mater and her etymologically-linked material.
Sigmund Freud linked what he called the fort da phenomenon to the young child's development of a mastery of his world. Every child at this stage, so the theory goes, loves to play a game in which he removes a desirable object from sight {"fort"), and then causes it to reappear ("do"), the latter moment accompanied by the child's great pleasure. Now you see it, now you don't. By controlling the presence and absence of the beloved object, the child expresses a real desire to control the coming and going of his mother. What giddiness comes from the ability to make mater go away and then reappear at the desired moment in the desired form! 1 E I; Now recall that architecture, "the Mother of the Arts," is (as Catherine Ingraham has pointed out) not an object art but an object-longing art.^The architect is rarely the builder of the objects that are so carefully projected.
The building is the material object for which the architect longs when she draws. And architectural drawings, compositions of lines suggesting form, can be construed as the longing marks of architecture; or perhaps more precisely in this analogy, of the architect who is, with his conception, development, and delivery of product, a kind of mother. The mother is she who car-UR longing j e n n\ fe r fa I oo Jn ( ries weight: gravidity and gravity. This relation of architect and mother is nothing new or particularly astonishing, but I raise it in order to reconsider the notion of longing-the persistent but unfulfilled desire for something-and a particular form of longing in contemporary Western architecture: nostalgia.
The mother of the word "longing" is the Middle English /ongen, which means "to seem long (to some)." Nostalgia, literally "homesickness" (from nostos, return home, and algos, pain), is a word first used in the mid-eighteenth century to describe the malady that befell sailors on ships long removed from land. Nostalgic longing has both a temporal and a spatial dimension: it is a desiring now for a place in the past to be fulfilled in the future, accompanied by the present knowledge of the impossibility of fulfillment. Longing is slow; it seems long. It has no place in a culture of speed and progress. In such a culture, gravity, also of interwoven temporal and spatial dimensions, is a foe to be vanquished, a weak force to be overcome.
The repression of nostalgia is at the core of the project of modernity. But what does this mean? How is this repression manifested? (A hint: here's Mother again.) In his oft-cited essay, "Ornament and Crime," and elsewhere, Adolf Loos identified ornament with the barbaric and the female and suggested that the repression of ornament is the repression of the feminine, in turn a repression of the mother. The fact that Loos emerged from the same fin-de-siecle Viennese cultural context as Freud, the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, and the journalist Karl Kraus underscores the substance of this relation.
We might also cite the repression of materiality in architectural high modernism in the predominance of the white plane and the transparent plane.
Further, then, the examples of the return of a repressed mater in the completely sensuous (and ornamental) materiality of the interiors of reductive exterior forms. Nostalgia, gravity, matter, ornament: all of modernism's most wanted criminals.
All these enemies of progress can be tracked to a single source: Mother. But Mother, the container of everyone's original home, is most especially the alarming psychoanalytic subtext of nostalgia.
There is a peculiar connection of the uncanny and the mother through Freud's term for the uncanny, unheimlich, the unhomely: the repressed relation between the woman who was once home {Heim) and the subject's present (modern, European, urban) environment. The surrealists mined this rela-tion in many ways. By embracing in tlieir worl< tlie arational subconscious, delimited as tine site of tlie female and the animal in the human subject, the surrealists offered a powerful critique of the rational functionalism and machismo of National Socialism. The repression of materiality in certain strains of contemporary architecture lies on a continuum of repressions in modernism, a continuum of the embrace of masculinity and the consequent pressure for men to reject things female both within and outside themselves.
The casting out of the interior from architecture proper, the division of what was once unified in architecture-interior design and architectural design-into two stereotypically gendered professions is a symptom of this repression. Thus we can map the relations of the sublime, the uncanny, the home, the womb, the unheimlich, and the homesick longing that is nostalgia. Marge Piercy's 1991 science fiction novel. He, She, and It, features a domestic environment in which house and mother have merged into something approaching a cyborg architecture. It is 2059, corporations occupying the remaining post-global-warming landmass have replaced nations, the great twentieth-century cities are cavernous ruins packed with rat-like scavengers of the lower classes and ruled by violent gangs. The purpose of architecture is simply functional: as protection from the toxic environment and as powerful barrier ensconcing the intelligent, corporate upper class. The house of Malka, the grandmother of the protagonist, is a warm, enveloping collection of rooms about a rose-bowered courtyard, equipped, via digital technology, with endless knowledge and a female voice that ranges from soothing to formidably stern. The house monitors temperature, toxins, dust, dirt, homework, who is at the door, what's for dinner, and the comings and goings of children, and it ministers to the emotional needs of its inhabitants.
In this work of science fiction, Piercy eschews the conventional tendency to project domestic architecture into futuristic form. The building does not take on new form; its cottage form simply becomes lifelike, an immobile, loving and caring cyborg, the perfect mother. And this womanly container liberates fleshly women from the guilt-enlaced strictures of traditional roles for intellectual, creative, and adventurous pursuits in a virtual world reached by plugging a nipple-like apparatus of the house into a surgically implanted connection above one's ear. The ruined real world is a tabula rasa on which material environments of pure exigency house bodies now obsolete as they plug into the vibrant, replacement world of electronic space. This space can satisfy any desire-for knowledge, for pleasure, for adventure, for terror, for beauty-but not the longing for home. At the point of unplugging, the con-21 = 05 a Kj m^$: -S Ul* => 3 J o S c g w O c on -e n n i fe r b I oo m er sciousness of each character returns to the mother/house, where her body has throughout been safely nestled.
In the non-fictional space-time of 2000, as well, the urge to virtual realities of any kind relies on a constant domestic space, whether proximal or distant. The space of domesticity remains the spatial envelope of the cyber-venturing subject-body who explores the public space of the Internet or the virtual space of simulation. With his hand of flesh grasping a mouse and his eyes glued to a monitor, the lines of nerves and the lines of communication form a continuum of transmission of information. This space replicates in certain ways the space of the infant or of the fetus: interactive intake, no responsibility to any body. This is a paradoxically nostalgic project: a return to the weightless condition of the old, unattainable natal home while pursuing the New.
All tours exist in reference to home. No matter how far one ventures into the geographical or chronological distance, there is at every point or moment the possibility of a loop in the itinerary that returns to the starting point, to Home. The notion of home, in all its possible iterations-from gravid vessel to the modern and contemporary space of the uncanny to the place where your body goes to sleep at night to the planet whose gravity we desire to escape-is implicated in this now complex, heuristic apparatus that describes a territory, a space. It is an intricate system of many interconnected and intenwoven parts, ever-changing in relation to one another and held together by a weak force. It is a strangely familiar, even homely place: a universe, a world, a nation, a city, a garden, a building, the very body within which the sentient being reading these words is inscribed.
The idea of opposing the organic to the technological is logically obsolete at the dawn of the twenty-first century. And so, when seeking a way to rescue the significance of the material, of the pastness of the past, of aggregations of the small, we must look to models that lie outside of or over the bipolar structures set in place by Aristotle. These are models of materiality that are lodged deeply in the technological, but in the realm of the technological where it falls into identity (as do all opposites) with the organic; models that encompass the aggregation of the small, the collection of details, rather than simply the big, light, overall form; models supported by constructive logics; perhaps a model of working within the virtual space of the computer as if it were (as it is) a complex system of interconnected and interworking parts, the gravitational fields that dance with each otherto form a space both familiar and unheimlich. thing like the sentient architecture described by Piercy. Home is where your heart is. There is no place like home.
From Le Corbusier's buildings on slender pilotis to the floating city and space colony proposals of the sixties to the recent phenomenon of "Light Construction" and to cyber-architectures, the desire of architecture can be characterized as an expression of longing for the absence of weight, for ever more lightness. The move to lightness has a particular relation to space: lightness aims to occupy, or to give the appearance of occupying, less space. But lightness also carries an important association to time. We can see this relation in images from the late fifties and early sixties depicting Man soaring into the future from the present on his allegorical or physical spaceship. The present is heavy baggage, the past an unfathomable burden, but the future floats ethereally above and beyond, reachable if the technology is right (and light) enough.
To go ceaselessly forward in time is to escape the heavy, animal gravity of present and past. To go back in time is undesirable. Why? What does it mean for the human memory to go back in time as far as possible? It is to go back into the fleshy, gravid container of one's mother's body. This vessel is thick and corpulent, but also the site of complete floating, fetal lightness. We could argue, then, that the move toward lightness and its concomitant escape from corporeal weight, its escape from gravity, is, at the same moment that it is representative of a desire to escape from the IVlother (Earth's) body, also an expression of a longing for the same, or similar, site. For where ever before did we know lightness so completely and so well as within the mater-\a\ container?
